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+e no-wait flow-shop scheduling problem with sequence-dependent setup times and release times (i.e., the NFSP with SSTs and
RTs) is a typical NP-hard problem. +is paper proposes an enhanced differential evolution algorithm with several fast evaluating
strategies, namely, DE_FES, to minimize the total weighted tardiness objective (TWT) for the NFSP with SSTs and RTs. In the
proposed DE_FES, the DE-based search is adopted to perform global search for obtaining the promising regions or solutions in
solution space, and a fast local search combined with three presented strategies is designed to execute exploitation from these
obtained regions. Test results and comparisons with two effective meta-heuristics show the effectiveness and robustness
of DE_FES.

1. Introduction

+e no-wait flow-shop scheduling problem (NFSP) has been
widely studied for more than 30 years [1, 2]. Nevertheless,
literature reviews on production scheduling with no-wait or
setup constraints in [1, 3] manifest that the NFSP with
sequence-dependent setup times (SSTs) and release times
(RTs) has not received the attention it needs. In fact, SSTs
and RTs are two kinds of constraints widely existing in the
real-life NFSPs. +ese constraints can be found in phar-
maceutical processing, metal processing, and chemical
processing [4–8]. Moreover, in the current increasingly
fierce global competition, many enterprises are trying to
reduce the tardy jobs in order to maintain customer satis-
faction and avoid the loss of customer orders. Hence, it is
important to design an effective algorithm to minimize the
total weighted tardiness objective (TWT) for the NFSP with
SSTs and RTs (i.e., Fm/no − wait, STsd, rj/ wjTj).

Optimization algorithms have been successfully used to
deal with a variety of important engineering problems
[9–14]. In recent years, evolutionary algorithms have be-
come an important class of optimization algorithms for

addressing production scheduling problems [15–19]. Dif-
ferential evolution (DE) is a very competitive evolutionary
algorithm for solving continuous optimization problem
[20–22]. It iteratively executes three key operators, i.e.,
mutation, crossover, and selection. Due to its easy imple-
mentation, simple mechanism, and quick convergence, DE
has been applied to addressing various optimization prob-
lems in academia and industry. Nevertheless, due to its
continuous nature, the studies on DE for combinatorial
optimization problems are restricted. Tasgetiren et al. [23]
developed a novel DE via introducing the interchange-based
local search and the smallest position value (SPV) rule for
the flow-shop scheduling problems (FSPs), whose criterion
is to minimize makespan. Onwubolu et al. [24] presented a
new approach based on DE for the FSPs. +ey considered
three criteria, i.e., mean flowtime, makespan, and total
tardiness. Pan et al. [25] designed a discrete DE to address
the FSPs effectively. Qian et al. [26] proposed a hybrid DE
(HDE) for the NFSP with makespan criterion. By reasonably
utilizing the corresponding problem’s properties, HDE is of
excellent search ability. Wang et al. [27] designed an effective
discrete DE for the blocking FSPs. Hu et al. [28] designed an
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effective DE, namely, DE_NTJ, for the NFSP with SSTs and
RTs. +e criterion is to minimize the number of tardy jobs.
Qian et al. [29] developed a DE with two speed-up methods
(DE_TSM) to minimize the total completion time for the
NFSP with SSTs and RTs. Tang et al. [30] presented an
improved DE (IDE) to deal with a dynamic scheduling
problem in steelmaking-continuous casting production. IDE
can obtain better performance than the compared algo-
rithms. Santucci et al. [31] proposed an algebraic DE for the
FSPs with total flowtime criterion. Wu and Che [32] de-
veloped a memetic DE (MDE) to solve the biobjective
unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem. In their
tests, MDE outperforms two famous multiobjective algo-
rithms. However, according to the existing literatures, there
are no studies on Fm/no − wait, STsd, rj/ wjTj. +erefore,
it is imperative to develop an efficient algorithm for the
TWT-NFSP with SSTs and RTs. +e developed algorithm
can be easily extended for other kinds of flow-shop
scheduling problems with no-wait constraint.

+is paper proposes an efficient DE-based algorithm
with fast evaluating strategies (DE_FES) to minimize the
total weighted tardiness for the NFSP with SSTs and RTs.
Compared with the existing research, the main contribu-
tions of this work are summarized as follows:

(1) +e permutation-based model for the TWT-NFSP
with SSTs and RTs is formulated for the first time.
Moreover, the NP-hardness of this problem is
proved via a reduction chain starting from a known
NP-hard problem.

(2) +ree kinds of properties of the TWT-NFSP with
SSTs and RTs are analyzed in detail and are utilized to
speed up the search process. It is the first time to
analyze the low-bound property (see Subsection 3.4)
of the neighbors in the interchange-based neigh-
bourhood for the NFSP with RTs.

(3) To improve the exploitation ability of DE_FES, a fast
local search combing three property-based strategies
is presented to perform the efficient search in the
promising regions obtained by the DE-based global
search.

+e remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the TWT-NFSP with SSTs and STs is formu-
lated. In Section 3, three fast solution evaluating strategies
and some theoretical analyses are presented. In Section 4,
DE_FES is proposed after introducing its main components.
In Section 5, the test results are provided. Finally, conclu-
sions and future research are given in Section 6.

2. TWT-NFSP with SSTs and RTs

+e NFSP with SSTs and RTs is described as follows. +ere
are n jobs to be processed onmmachines in the same order.
Each machine can only process one job at a time. Each job
must be processed without waiting time between consecu-
tive operations. Setup times depend on the sequence of the
jobs. If the job has not been released, the machine remains
idle until it is released.

2.1. NFSP with SSTs and RTs. Denote π � [j1, j2, . . . , jn] is
the permutation or schedule to be processed, pji,l

is the
processing time of job ji on machine l, spji

is the total
processing time of job ji on m machines, MLji,l

is the
minimum delay time between ji−1 and ji on the machine l,
Lji−1 ,ji

is the minimum delay time between ji−1 and ji on the
first machine, sji−1 ,ji,l

is the sequence-dependent setup time
between ji−1 and ji on machine l, rji

is the arrival time of ji,
Stji

is the start processing time of ji on the first machine, and
Cji

is the completion time of ji on the last machine. Let
pj0 ,l � 0 for l � [1, . . . , m]. +en, MLji,l

can be calculated as
follows:

MLji,l
�

max sji−1,ji,1 + pji,1 − pji−1,2, sji−1,ji ,2  + pji,2, l � 2,

max MLji,l−1 − pji−1 ,l, sji−1 ,ji, l  + pji,l
, l � 3, . . . , m.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(1)

By using (1), Lji−1 ,ji
can be calculated with the following

formula:

Lji−1 ,ji
� MLji,m

+ spji−1
− spji

. (2)

Obviously, Stji
can be written as follows:

Stji
�

max MLji,m
− spji

, rji
 , i � 1,

Stji−1
+ max Lji−1 ,ji

, rji
− Stji−1

  � max Stji−1
+ Lji−1 ,ji

, rji
 , i � 2, . . . , n.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(3)

+us, Cji
can be calculated as follows:

Cji
� Stji

+ spji
, i � 1, . . . , n. (4)

Figure 1(a) gives an example of the NFSP with SSTs when
n� 4 and m� 2. It can be seen that MLji,l

and Lji−1 ,ji
are

determined by the model of the NFSP with SSTs. Figure 1(b)
gives an example of the NFSP with SSTs and RTs when n� 4

and m� 2. It can be seen that Stji
and Cji

are determined by
the model of the NFSP with SSTs and RTs.

2.2. TWT-NFSPwith SSTs andRTs. Denote dji
is the due date

of ji , wji
is the weighted value of ji , and Π is the set of all

permutations. +en, TWT(π) can be calculated as follows:
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Tji
� max Cji

− dji
, 0 

� max Stji
+ spji

− dji
, 0 , i � 1, . . . , n,

(5)

TWT(π) � 
n

i�1
wji

Tji
� 

n

i�1
wji

max Cji
− dji

, 0 

� 
n

i�1
wji

max Stji
+ spji

− dji
, 0 .

(6)

+e TWT-NFSP with SSTs and RTs is to find an optimal
permutation π∗ in Π such that

π∗ � arg TWT(π){ }⟶ min , ∀π ∈ Π. (7)

2.3. Problem Complexity. +e TWT-NFSP with SSTs and
RTs can be described by a triplet Fm/no − wait, STsd, rj/
 wjTj.+eNP-hardness of this problem can be determined
by using a reduction chain starting from a known NP-hard
problem, i.e., Fm/no − wait, STsd/ Cj [3, 8]. Problem A
reduces to problem B (denoted A∝B) means A is just a
special case of B, and B is at least as difficult to solve as A [2].

Theorem 1. Fm/no − wait, STsd, rj/  wjTjis NP-hard.

Proof. Obviously, Fm /no − wait, STsd/ Cj reduces to
Fm /no − wait, STsd/ Cj by setting rj � 0 for all j, and

Fm /no − wait, STsd/ Cj reduces to Fm /no − wait, STsd/
 Cj by setting wj � 0 and dj � 0 for all j. Since each of the
above reductions is completed in a polynomial time, a
polynomial Turing reduction chain can be established as
follows:

Fm/no − wait, STsd/ Cj∝ Fm/no − wait, STsd/ Cj∝

Fm/no − wait, STsd/ Cj, rj/ wjTj.

(8)

By using (8), it can be concluded that Fm /no − wait,
STsd, rj/ wjTj is NP-hard because Fm /no − wait, STsd/
 Cj is NP-hard [3, 8]. +eorem 1 holds.

+e reductions between objective functions are given in
Figure 2. It can be seen from Figure 2 that 


wjTj is one of the

most difficult criteria. Based on the reduction concept in [2], all
the other types of no-wait flow-shop scheduling problems
reduce to the NFSP with SSTs and RTs and almost all the other
objective functions reduce to TWT (see Figure 2), whichmeans
the TWT-NFSP with SSTs and RTs is a most difficult one and
can be utilized to represent a wide range of real-life scheduling
problems. +us, the study on the TWT-NFSP with SSTs and
RTs has general and theoretical meanings.

3. Three Fast Evaluating Strategies

+e reasonable utilization of problem-dependent properties
is very useful for designing effective algorithms [33]. So, this
section analyses the properties of the considered problem

1

2
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Lj1,j2 Lj2,j3 Lj3,j4

Sj0, j1, 2

Sj0, j1, 1
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MLj2, 2 MLj3, 2 MLj4, 2

Pj1, 2 Pj2, 2 Pj3, 2 Pj4, 2

Sj1, j2, 1 Sj2, j3, 1 Sj3, j4, 1Pj1, 1 Pj2, 1 Pj3, 1 Pj4, 1

Sj3, j4, 2

(a)
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Sj1, j2, 1 Sj2, j3, 1 Sj3, j4, 1Pj1, 1 Pj2, 1 Pj3, 1 Pj4, 1

Sj3, j4, 2

(b)

Figure 1: Two examples when n� 4 andm� 2. (a) NFSSP with SDSTs when n� 4 andm� 2. (b) NFSSP with SDSTs and RDs when n� 4 and
m� 2.
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and presents three fast evaluating strategies. Strategy one is
based on the general property of the NFSP. Strategies two
and three are deduced from the special properties of in-
terchange’s neighbourhood under the NFSP with SSTs and
RTs. Strategy one is used to compute the fitness of each
individual in DE_FES, and strategies one to three are utilized
to design an efficient neighbourhood-based search.

3.1. Strategy One: Fast Computing Strategy. In the model of
the NFSP with SSTs and RTs, Lji−1 ,ji

is only decided by ji−1
and ji . By utilizing this property, the computing complexity
(CC) of TWT(π) can be reduced. +at is, Lji−1 ,ji

, spji
, and


n
i�1 spji

are calculated and recorded at DE_FES’s initial
stage, and then they are treated as constant values at
DE_FES’s evolution stage. +is strategy reduces the CC of
TWT(π) from O(nm) to O(n).

3.2. 7e Interchange-Based Neighbourhood. According to
[34], the diameter of interchange is n − 1. +at is to say, one
solution π can transit to any other solution by utilizing in-
terchange at most n − 1 times. +e diameter of interchange is
one of the shortest among those most-used neighbourhoods.
+at is, the neighbors or solutions generated by interchange are
closer to each other. So, this subsection chooses to analyze and
utilize the properties of interchange’s neighbourhood.

+e interchange-based neighbourhood of π can be given as

Ninterchange(π) � πn,u,v
interchange � interchange (π, u, v)|1≤ u< v≤ n ,

(9)

where interchange(π, u, v) denotes the interchange of ju and
jv. +e size of Ninterchange(π) is n(n − 1)/2. Figure 3 shows a
small example of πn,u,v

interchange when n � 10, u � 4, and v � 7.

3.3. Strategy Two: Fast Scanning Strategy for Ninterchange(π).
A speed-up neighbourhood scanning strategy is presented in
this subsection. +is strategy is necessary for devising a fast
local search.

Denote Find BestNinterchange(π) is the method of
obtaining the best neighbor with TWT criterion in
Ninterchange(π) (i.e., the Ninterchange(π)-based neighbourhood
scanning method). When u� 1,. . .,n− 1 and i� 1,. . .,u− 1, it
has ji � ji

′, wju−1
Tju−1

� wju−1′
Tju−1′

, and 
u−1
i�1 wji

′Tji
′ �


u−1
i�1 wji

Tji
. +en, according to (5) and (6), it has

TWT πn,u,v
interchange  � 

u−1

i�1
wji
′Tji
′ + 

n

i�u

wji
′Tji
′

� 
u−1

i�1
wji

Tji
+ 

n

i�u

wji
′Tji
′.

(10)

It is clear from (10) that in Find BestNinterchange(π), Stji
and


i
ll�1 wjll

Tjll
(i � 1, . . . , n − 1) can be computed and recorded

before evaluating or scanning each neighbor in Ninterchange(π),
and then they can be treated as constant values when evaluating
TWT(πn,u,v

interchange). Specifically, if u> 1, Stju−1′
and 

u−1
i�1 wji

′Tji
′

can be directly replaced by Stju−1
and 

u−1
i�1 wji

Tji
, respectively,

and Stju
′ can be calculated from Stju−1

. When scanning each
neighbor in Ninterchange(π), only 

n
i�u wji

′Tji
′ needs to be cal-

culated. So, by using strategies one and two, the CC of
Find BestNinterchange(π) can be decreased to some extent.

3.4. Strategy 7ree: Fast Nonimproving Neighbor Identifica-
tion Strategy for Ninterchange(π). According to the
Ninterchange(π)-based neighbourhood properties, two
lemmas are stated and then are used in the proof of+eorem
2. By utilizing +eorem 2, the nonimproving neighbors in
Ninterchange(π) can be identified with lower CC, which means
the CC of Find BestNinterchange(π) can be further reduced.

Denote ΔStjy
(y � 1, 2, . . . , n − 1) and ΔStjy

≥ 0) is a start
processing time delay of jy on the first machine, Stjy

′ is the
start processing time of jy on the first machine when ΔStjy

is
added to Stjy

(i.e., Stjy
′ � Stjy

+ ΔStjy
≥ Stjy

),
Stjy+ll
′ (ll � 1, . . . , n − y) is the start processing time of job

jy+ll on the first machine when Stjy
is set to Stjy

′, and
Tjy+ll
′ (ll � 1, . . . , n − y) is the tardiness of job jy+ll on the first

machine when Stjy
is set to Stjy

′.

Lemma 1. For a fixed job permutation π � (j1, j2, . . . , jn) of
an NFSP with SSTs and RTs, if Stjy

is set to Stjy
′, (Stjy
′ ≥ Stjy

),
then it has Stjy+ll

′ ≥ Stjy+ll
for ll � 1, . . . , n − y.

3 5 48 7 16 2 ]

= [

π = [

10,4,7πinterchange 3 5 8 7 41 6 2 ]

1 0

1 0

9

9

j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6 j7 j8 j9 j10

j′1 j′2 j′3 j′4 j′5 j′6 j′7 j′8 j′9 j′10

ju–1 jv+1

j′u–1 j′v+1

Figure 3: A small example of πn,u,v
interchange when n � 10, u � 4, and

v � 7.Lmax

Cmax

∑wjTj

∑wjCj

∑Cj

∑wjUj

∑Uj∑Tj

Figure 2: Basic reductions between objective functions in [2].
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Proof. Let Δy+ll � Stjy+ll
′ − Stjy+ll

(ll � 1, . . . , n − y) denote the
start processing time delay of jy+ll. Lemma 1 can be proved
by using mathematical induction.

Firstly, when ll � 1, with (3), it has

Stjy+1
′ � Stjy

′ + max Ljy,jy+1
, rjy+1

− Stjy
′ 

� max Stjy
′ + Ljy,jy+1

, rjy+1
 

� max Stjy
+ ΔStjy

+ Ljy,jy+1
, rjy+1

 .

(11)

Obviously, when ΔStjy
� 0, it has Stjy+1

′ � Stjy+1
.

When ΔStjy
> 0, based on the value of rjy+1

, three cases
are discussed as follows:

Case 1. rjy+1
≤ Stjy

+ Ljy,jy+1
.

Under this case, with (11) and (3), it has

Stjy+1
′ � Stjy

+ ΔStjy
+ Ljy,jy+1

� Stjy+1
+ ΔStjy
> Stjy+1

. (12)

Case 2. Stjy
+ Ljy,jy+1

< rjy+1
< Stjy

+ ΔStjy
+ Ljy,jy+1

.
Under this case, with (11) and (3), it has

Stjy+1
′ � Stjy

+ ΔStjy
+ Ljy,jy+1

> rjy+1

� max Stjy
+ Ljy,jy+1

, rjy+1
  � Stjy+1

.
(13)

Case 3. rjy+1
≥ Stjy

+ ΔStjy
+ Ljy,jy+1

.

Under this case, with (11) and (3), it has

Stjy+1
′ � rjy+1

� max Stjy
+ Ljy,jy+1

, rjy+1
  � Stjy+1

, (14)

and with (12)–(14), it has Stjy+1
′ ≥ Stjy+1

.
Secondly, suppose Stjy+ll

′ ≥ Stjy+ll
holds when 1≤ ll≤ k.

+us, Δy+k � Stjy+k
′ − Stjy+k

≥ 0. With (3) and (11), it has

Stjy+k+1
′ � max Stjy+k

′ + Ljy+k,jy+k+1
, rjy+k+1

 

� max Stjy+k
+ Δy+k + Ljy+k,jy+k+1

, rjy+k+1
 .

(15)

Similar to the analysis when ll � 1, it has Stjy+k+1
′ ≥ Stjy+k+1

.
+us, based on mathematical induction,Stjy+ll

′ ≥ Stjy+ll

holds when 1≤ ll≤ n − y.

Lemma 2. For a fixed job permutation π � [j1, j2, . . . , jn] of
an NFSP with SSTs and RTs, if Stjy

is set to Stjy
′ (Stjy
′ ≥ Stjy

),
then it has Tjy+ll

′ ≥Tjy+ll
for ll � 1, . . . , n − y.

Proof. According to Lemma 1, when Stjy
′ ≥ Stjy

, it has
Stjy+ll
′ ≥ Stjy+ll

for ll � 1, . . . , n − y. +en, with (5), it has

Tjy+ll
′ � max Stjy+ll

′ + spjy+ll
− djy+ll

, 0 , (16)

Tjy+ll
� max Stjy+ll

+ spjy+ll
− djy+ll

, 0 . (17)

Obviously, if Stjy
′ � Stjy

, it has Tjy+ll
′ � Tjy+ll

for
ll � 1, . . . , n − y.

If Stjy
′ > Stjy

, according to the value of djy+ll
, three cases

are discussed as follows:

Case 1. djy+ll
≤ Stjy+ll

+ spjy+ll
.

Under this case, with (16) and (17), it has

Tjy+ll
′ � Stjy+ll

′ + spjy+ll
− djy+ll
> Stjy+ll

+ spjy+ll
− djy+ll

� max Stjy+ll
+ spjy+ll

− djy+ll
, 0  � Tjy+ll

.
(18)

Case 2. Stjy+ll
+ spjy+ll
< djy+ll
< Stjy+ll
′ + spjy+ll

.
Under this case, with (16) and (17), it has

Tjy+ll
′ � Stjy+ll

′ + spjy+ll
− djy+ll
> 0

� max Stjy+ll
+ spjy+ll

− djy+ll
, 0  � Tjy+ll

.
(19)

Case 3. djy+ll
≥ Stjy+ll
′ + spjy+ll

.

Under this case, with (16) and (17), it has

Tjy+ll
′ � 0 � max Stjy+ll

+ spjy+ll
− djy+ll

, 0  � Tjy+ll
. (20)

Based on the above analysis, Lemma 2 holds.

Theorem 2. If v< n and 
v
i�u wji

′Tji
′ ≥ 

v
i�u wji

Tji
and

Stjv+1′
≥ Stjv+1

, then TWT(πn,u,v)≥TWT(π).

Proof. According to the values of u, two cases are discussed
as follows:

Case 1. u> 1.
From (6) and (10), it has

TWT(π) � 
u−1

i�1
wji

Tji
+ 

v

i�u

wji
Tji

+ 
n

i�v+1
wji

Tji
, (21)

TWT πn,u,v
(  � 

u−1

i�1
wji
′Tji
′ + 

v

i�u

wji
′Tji
′ + 

n

i�v+1
wji
′Tji
′. (22)

Since ji
′ � ji for i � 1, . . . , u − 1, it has
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u−1

i�1
wji
′Tji
′ � 

u−1

i�1
wji

Tji
. (23)

As ji
′ � ji for i � v + 1, . . . , n and Stjv+1′

≥ Stjv+1
,

according to Lemma 2, it has Tji
′ ≥Tji

for
i � v + 1, . . . , n. +en, it follows that



n

i�v+1
wji
′Tji
′ ≥ 

n

i�v+1
wji

Tji
. (24)

Finally, because 
v
i�u wji

′Tji
′ ≥ 

v
i�u wji

Tji
, from

(21)–(24), it has

TWT πn,u,v
(  − TWT(π) � 

v

i�u

wji
′Tji
′ − 

v

i�u

wji
Tji

+ 

n

i�v+1
wji
′Tji
′

− 
n

i�v+1
wji

Tji
≥ 0.

(25)

Case 2. u � 1.

Under this case, from (6) and (10), it has

TWT(π) � 
v

i�u

wji
Tji

+ 
n

i�v+1
wji

Tji
, (26)

TWT πn,u,v
(  � 

v

i�u

wji
′Tji
′ + 

n

i�v+1
wji
′Tji
′. (27)

Since 
v
i�u wji

′Tji
′ ≥ 

v
i�u wji

Tji
, with (24), (26), and (27),

it has TWT(πn,u,v) − TWT(π)≥ 0.
Based on the above analysis, +eorem 2 holds.
By utilizing +eorem 2, after 

v
i�u wji

′Tji
′ and Stjv+1′

have
been computed, the nonimproving neighbors can be de-
tected without calculating 

n
i�v+1 wji

′Tji
′ if the conditions in

+eorem 2 are satisfied. So, +eorem 2 is helpful in reducing
the CC of Find BestNinterchange(π). Let S123 Find Best
Ninterchange(π) denote Find BestNinterchange(π) with the
above three strategies. Note that S123 Find Best
Ninterchange(π) is a key component in the local search of our
proposed DE_FES.

4. DE_FES for TWT-NFSP with SSTs and RTs

In this section, DE_FES’s main components designed for
addressing the TWT-NFSP with SSTs and RTs are explained
as follows.

4.1. Solution Representation. As mentioned in Section 1, the
original DE cannot be directly used to solve the TWT-NFSP
with SSTs and RTs. Hence, a largest-order-value (LOV) rule
in [35] is adopted to transform the ith individual
Xi � [xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,n] of DE to the job permutation vector
πi � ji,1, ji,2, . . . , ji,n . Based on LOV rule,
Xi � [xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,n] are firstly ranked by descending

order to obtain the temporary sequence φi � [φi,1,φi,2, . . . ,

φi,n]. +en, πi can be obtained by using the following
formula:

ji,φi,k
� k. (28)

It is worth mentioning that the LOV rule achieved better
results than the famous random key rule in our previous
tests.

4.2. DE-Based Global Search. Since DE exhibited strong
global search ability in many previous studies, DE_FES’s
global search is devised according to the DE/rand-to-best/1/
exp scheme [28, 29, 35, 36], in which the base vector is set to
the best of all individuals. +is means the valuable infor-
mation of the best individual can be shared among all in-
dividuals during the evolution process.

4.3. Fast Local Search. Denote insert(π, u, v) is the operator
of inserting ju in the v th dimension of π. +e pseudocode of
our fast local search is provided as follows (Algorithm 1).

In Algorithm 1, Step 2 is utilized to avoid plunging into
local optima and it leads the search to a quite different region.
In Step 3, three proposed strategies in Section 3 are adopted in
S123 Find BestNinterchange(π), which can help the local search
reach more regions in the same running time. Hence, Step 3
performs a deep and efficient exploitation from the region
found by Step 2. It is worth noting that
S123 Find BestNinterchange(π), designed according to the
properties of the problem, is the key part that distinguishes the
above local search from the local searches in the existing hybrid
DE-based algorithms. +is is the first time to analyze the low-
bound property of the neighbors in Ninterchange(π) (see +e-
orem 2 in Subsection 3.4) and utilize this property to reduce the
CC of local search. By utilizing the low-bound property
(corresponding to strategy three) to further reduce the CC of
neighbor evaluation, all neighbors in Ninterchange(π) can be
evaluated in a very short time. Obviously, searching the whole
neighbourhood with low CC is an efficient and ideal search
mode. +erefore, S123 Find BestNinterchange(π) adopts the
“comprehensive neighbourhood search scheme” similar to that
in [29], instead of the “first-improvement-move neighbour-
hood search scheme” in [28] and the “random variable
neighbourhood search scheme” in [35]. Meanwhile, due to the
use of the low-bound property, the CC of S123 Find Best
Ninterchange(π) is smaller than that of the neighbourhood search
in [29], which allows DE_FES to have a more efficient local
search engine.

4.4. DE_FES. Based on Subsections 4.1–4.3, the pseudocode
of DE_FES is given as follows (Algorithm 2).

It can be seen from Algorithm 2 that DE_FES remains the
basic characteristic of the original DE. In DE_FES, DE’s
standard crossover and mutation are utilized to generate
candidate individuals, and DE’s competition scheme is still
used to get new individuals. Meanwhile, DE_FES also adopts
the LOV rule, fast computing strategy, and fast local search
with three proposed strategies to make DE suitable for
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addressing the considered problem efficiently. Not only does
DE_FES adopt DE’s parallel searching scheme to find prom-
ising regions, but it also utilizes an efficient local search based
on three problem-dependent strategies to execute deep ex-
ploitation in these promising regions. Because the global and
local searches are well balanced, DE_FES is expected to acquire
satisfactory solutions in a reasonable time.

5. Simulation Results and Comparisons

5.1.Experimental Setup. To test the performance of DE_FES,
numerical tests are carried out by using a series of randomly
generated instances. +e n × m combinations are set as {20,
30, 50, 70}× {5, 10, 20}. Both the setup time sji−1 ,ji,l

and the
processing time pji,l

are generated from a uniform

Step 1: transform individual Xi(t) to πi 0 via the LOV rule.
Step 2: perturbation phase.
Set πi t � πi 0.
For tt � 1 to KK

Randomly select u and v, where |u − v|> n/3;
πi � insert (πi t, u, v);
πi t � πi;

End.
Step 3: exploitation phase.
Set ll� 0;
Do

πi 1 � S123 Find BestNinterchange(πi);
If f(πi 1)<f(πi), then
πi � πi 1;

else
ll++;

end;
While ll< 1.

Step 4: if f(πi)≤f(πi 0), then πi 0 � πi.
Step 5: transform πi 0 back to Xi(t).

ALGORITHM 1: Fast local search.

Step 0: denote CR is the crossover probability, random (0, 1) is the random value in the interval (0, 1), t max is the maximum
generation, t is a generation, Pop(t) is the population with size Np at t, Xi(t) is the ith individual with dimension N(N � n)

inPop(t), xi,l(t) is the lth variable of individual Xi(t), and tmpl is the lth variable of tmp. Each Xi(t) is evaluated or calculated via
strategy one.

Step 1: input N, Np ≥ 3, CR ∈ [0, 1], and let bounds be lower(xi,l) � 0 and upper(xi,l) � 4, l � 1, . . . , N.
Step 2: calculate and record spji

, 
n
i�1 spji

and Lji−1 ,ji
(ji−1, ji ∈ 1, . . . , n{ }). //prepare for//utilizing strategy one

Step 3: population initialization. xi,l(0) � lower(xi,l) + random(0, 1)∗ (upper(xi,l) − lower(xi,l)), 1/2, l � 1, . . . , N for i � 1, . . . , Np.
Step 4: set t� 1 and select an individual Xbest(0) with the minimum objective value from Pop(0) as best.
Step 5: evolution stage (Step 5 to Step 11). Set i�1.
Step 6: set the trial vectortmp � Xi(t − 1) and L′ � 0. Randomly select r1, r2 ∈ 1, . . . , Np (r1≠ r2≠ i) and randomly select

l ∈ 1, . . . , N{ }.
Step 7: execute DE’s Mutation and Crossover.
Step 7.1: let tmpl � tmpl + F∗(bestl − tmpl) + F∗ (xr1,l(t − 1) − xr2,l(t − 1)).
If tmpl < lower(xi,l), then let tmpl � 2∗lower(xi,l) − tmpl.
If tmpl > upper(xi,l), then let tmpl � 2∗upper(xi,l) − tmpl.

Step 7.2: set l � (lmodN) + 1 and L′ � L′ + 1.
Step 7.3: if (random(0, 1)<CR) and (L′ <N), go to Step 7.1.

Step 8: execute DE’s Selection.
If f(tmp)≤f(Xi(t − 1)), then set Xi(t) � tmp;
else set Xi(t) � Xi(t − 1).

Step 9: if f(tmp)<f(best), then set best � tmp.
Step 10: set i� i+ 1. If i≤Np, then go to Step 6.
Step 11: execute fast local search on best.
Step 12: set t� t+ 1. If t≤ t max, then go to Step 5.
Step 13: output the current best with its objective value.

ALGORITHM 2: Pseudocode of DE_FES.
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distribution [1, 100]. +e release time rji
is randomly gen-

erated from (0, 150nα), in which α is a control parameter.
Obviously, the value of rji

increases with the value of α. If
rji
≥ Stji−1

+ Lji−1,ji
and rji
≥ dji

for i � 1, . . . , n, the optimal
solution can be obtained when each job ji is processed at its
release time. +is means that a larger value of α may reduce
the difficulty of solving the problem. Hence, the values of α
are set to 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, and 1.5, respectively. +e
weight value wji

is randomly generated in (0, 1). Let dp,ji
be

the due date of the job ji on the instance p, Cp,ji
the

completion time of the job ji on the instance p, and
random(−Cp,ji

, 0) a random value in (−Cp,ji
, 0).+en, dp,ji

is
set as follows:

Step 1: randomly generate a sequence (j1, j2, . . . , jn)

for each instance p.
Step 2: calculate Cji

for i � 1, . . . , n.

Step 3: specify dp,ji
by

dp,ji
� Cp,ji

+ random −Cp,ji
, 0 . (29)

Obviously, the due date dp,ji
is relatively tight, which

helps maintain the company’s competitiveness. +e total
number of test instance is 4 × 3 × 7 � 84.+ese instances can
be downloaded from https://pan.baidu.com/s/
1mCdtt3MisBGf16W19xP2aA (password: cmka).

DE_FES’s three main parameters are set as follows: the
scaling factor F � 0.7, the crossover parameter CR � 0.1,
and the population size popsize � 30. Furthermore, KK in
DE_FES’s local search is set to 3. In order to make a fair
comparison, the maximum generation of a modified sim-
ulated annealing algorithm with first move strategy

Table 1: Comparison results of four algorithms.

Instance (N×m)
IGA MSA_FMS DE_FES_V1 DE_FES

BIP AIP SD CT BIP AIP SD CT BIP AIP SD CT BIP AIP SD CT
20× 5 45.863 45.370 0.439 6575 43.291 39.323 2.619 6005 45.571 43.084 2.128 6900 45.888 45.571 0.291 45238
20×10 42.690 41.696 0.665 6316 40.467 36.884 2.720 6005 42.458 39.704 2.665 7018 42.822 42.425 0.353 45589
20× 20 42.665 42.108 0.536 6402 40.083 35.405 3.005 6005 42.619 40.608 2.031 7841 42.755 42.601 0.228 55974
30× 5 44.297 43.272 0.837 15075 42.212 39.739 1.519 13507 43.085 36.879 4.037 17537 44.308 43.800 0.356 189400
30×10 47.471 46.236 1.016 14930 45.653 42.579 1.782 13507 45.164 40.483 3.403 19197 47.862 47.199 0.475 220552
30× 20 55.064 54.423 0.583 14999 53.148 50.177 1.692 13508 54.178 49.051 3.273 21623 55.579 55.018 0.504 251780
50× 5 57.289 56.567 0.542 41091 56.747 55.748 0.623 37513 54.868 50.124 3.512 67412 57.305 56.914 0.276 793132
50×10 51.363 50.579 0.605 41406 50.444 49.333 0.625 37511 47.598 43.275 3.205 69226 51.357 50.808 0.387 930641
50× 20 56.076 54.799 0.959 40504 55.216 53.939 0.877 37511 53.295 48.721 3.139 78760 56.310 55.739 0.374 1194146
70× 5 50.054 48.962 0.648 80750 49.823 49.032 0.466 73516 45.302 38.740 3.867 205045 49.960 49.374 0.496 1730785
70×10 56.837 55.892 0.565 81593 56.729 55.848 0.544 73515 51.306 44.605 4.055 200543 57.002 56.459 0.367 2143718
70× 20 60.330 59.422 0.552 80767 60.064 59.234 0.465 73517 55.589 50.537 3.470 205202 60.518 59.934 0.364 2798744
Average 50.833 49.944 0.662 35867 49.490 47.270 1.411 32635 48.420 43.817 3.232 75525 50.972 50.487 0.373 866642

Table 2: Comparison results of four algorithms on 21 instances with different α.

Instance (N, m)
IGA MSA_FMS DE_FES_V1 DE_FES

BIP AIP SD CT BIP AIP SD CT BIP AIP SD CT BIP AIP SD CT
α 20×10
0 49.165 48.909 0.314 7146 47.357 44.146 2.328 6004 48.751 46.811 1.133 7661 49.076 48.700 0.405 45476
0.2 59.238 58.215 0.976 6116 56.765 52.936 2.179 6003 58.340 57.330 0.922 6915 59.239 58.480 0.604 40832
0.4 62.253 59.144 1.544 6255 60.119 57.394 2.148 6006 62.056 60.216 2.909 6812 62.275 61.991 0.298 44966
0.6 65.597 64.908 0.273 6367 62.235 57.418 4.363 6005 65.156 61.101 3.838 7170 65.600 65.155 0.336 50647
0.8 26.985 25.304 1.098 6255 23.702 19.129 2.779 6004 27.135 23.334 4.309 6953 27.135 26.733 0.390 49608
1.0 25.083 25.066 0.053 5967 22.584 18.083 3.553 6005 25.259 18.684 5.355 6897 25.918 25.408 0.435 51369
1.5 10.508 10.324 0.395 6106 10.509 9.083 1.691 6006 10.509 10.450 0.186 6717 10.509 10.509 0.000 36227

30×10
0 66.162 64.722 1.506 15459 63.185 59.259 1.766 13507 63.986 62.055 1.098 18164 66.071 64.405 0.973 200428
0.2 70.866 70.137 0.550 14947 68.842 66.700 1.775 13508 70.637 68.835 1.045 19179 70.896 70.315 0.375 215644
0.4 64.583 62.566 2.042 14849 63.198 59.134 1.679 13507 64.408 58.946 3.890 18629 65.434 64.432 0.686 215138
0.6 48.556 47.642 1.043 15040 46.795 44.215 1.597 13507 46.247 42.306 2.874 19589 48.555 48.069 0.525 225717
0.8 42.160 40.394 1.049 14800 41.493 38.176 2.593 13506 38.882 31.539 4.942 20657 43.570 43.338 0.195 232461
1.0 31.322 29.788 0.777 14569 27.703 24.564 1.523 13510 23.546 15.498 6.419 18893 31.856 31.194 0.557 225553
1.5 8.647 8.405 0.144 14847 8.355 6.008 1.540 13507 8.441 4.203 3.552 19269 8.648 8.642 0.018 228924

70×10
0 75.659 75.132 0.381 82677 76.688 75.216 0.723 73516 74.364 72.604 1.124 154623 76.235 75.342 0.548 2092456
0.2 78.687 77.439 0.925 87863 78.231 77.190 0.769 73512 75.786 73.427 1.745 176600 78.556 77.903 0.384 2130306
0.4 82.864 82.009 0.541 84500 82.612 81.788 0.754 73516 79.440 75.092 3.023 197006 83.275 82.800 0.356 2130650
0.6 60.425 58.181 0.836 83435 59.472 57.783 0.858 73517 51.743 37.813 7.991 184690 59.867 59.158 0.600 2207943
0.8 52.211 51.370 0.759 77457 52.533 52.100 0.238 73515 46.681 38.042 4.138 202198 52.762 52.261 0.305 2159777
1.0 41.860 41.084 0.431 77498 41.452 40.849 0.380 73515 32.752 22.887 6.615 219949 42.191 41.715 0.280 2169624
1.5 6.150 6.031 0.084 77722 6.115 6.011 0.082 73515 −1.620 −7.631 3.751 268732 6.130 6.035 0.093 2115272
Average 48.999 47.941 0.749 34280 47.616 45.104 1.682 31009 46.309 41.597 3.374 75586 49.228 48.695 0.398 803287
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(MSA_FMS) [37] is set to 15 × n2, and the other algorithms
run the same time as MSA_FMS. Each algorithm runs 20
times independently on each instance. All procedures are
implemented with Delphi 2010 and the comparisons are
executed on a 2.33GHz CPU with 3GB memory.

5.2. Comparisons of DE_FES and Two Effective Algorithms.
Let πini(α) be the permutation or schedule in which all jobs
are arranged in ascending order of release time at α, π(α) the
permutation π at α, TWT(π(α)) the value of TWT when
π � π(α), avg TWT(π(α)) the average value of
TWT(π(α)), best TWT(π(α)) the best value of
TWT(π(α)), worst TWT(π(α)) the worst value of
TWT(π(α)), AIP(π(α)) � (TWT(πini(α)) − avg TWT
(π(α)))/TWT(πini(α)) × 100% the relative improvement
percentage of avg TWT(π(α)) to TWT(πini(α)),
BIP(π(α)) � (TWT(πini(α)) − best TWT(π(α)))/ TWT
(πini(α)) × 100% the relative improvement percentage of
best TWT(π(α)) to TWT(πini(α)), CT(α) the calculation
or evaluation times of TWT(πini(α)), SD(α) the standard
deviation of TWT(π(α)) at α, Sα the set of all values of α, and
|Sα| the number of different values in Sα. +en, four fol-
lowing performance measures are defined to evaluate the
performances of the compared algorithms. +ese perfor-
mance measures are AIP � α∈SαAIP(α)/|Sα|, BIP �

α∈SαBIP(α)/|Sα|, CT � α∈SαCT(α)/|Sα|, and SD �

α∈SαSD(α)/|Sα|.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of DE_FES for the

TWT-NFSP with SSTs and RTs, DE_FES is tested against
two effective scheduling algorithms, i.e., a modified simu-
lated annealing algorithm with first move strategy
(MSA_FMS) [37] and an iterated greedy algorithm (IGA)
[38]. MSA_FMS outperforms a well-known simulated
annealing algorithm presented by Osman and Potts [37, 39].
Based on our previous tests, MSA_FMS also performs better
than a hybrid genetic algorithm [40]. IGA is one of the best
algorithms for solving the FSPs with SSTs [38, 41]. In ad-
dition, to show the effectiveness of the proposed strategies
two and three, DE_FES is also compared with its variant
DE_FES_V1, which removes these two strategies from
DE_FES.

+e test results are given in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows
the values of BIP, AIP, SD, and CT of each compared al-
gorithm. Table 2 provides the details of each compared
algorithm for addressing the instances 20 × 10, 30 × 10, and
70 × 10 under different α.

It is clear from Tables 1 and 2 that, in most instances, the
values of AIP and BIP obtained by DE_FES are larger than
those obtained by IGA and MSA_FMS and, in all instances,
are larger than those obtained by DE_FES_V1.+is confirms
the superiority of DE_FES and clarifies the effect of utilizing
the proposed strategies in DE. In addition, it can be seen that
the CT values of DE_FES are obviously larger than those of
IGA and MSA_FMS, and it increases quickly as the prob-
lem’s scale increases.+is means that the proposed speed-up
strategies can significantly reduce the CC of evaluating
solutions and neighbors. More precisely, with the help of the
proposed strategies, DE_FES can search more regions or

solutions under the same running time. +is greatly in-
creases its probability of obtaining high-quality solutions.
Besides, the SD values of DE_FES are relatively small, which
indicates the robustness of DE_FES. In summary, DE_FES
has powerful search ability to solve the considered problem.

6. Conclusions

As far as we know, this is the first paper on differential
evolution (DE) for dealing with the TWT-NFSP with SSTs
and RTs. In view of the complexity of the problem, a dif-
ferential evolution algorithm with fast evaluating strategies
(DE_FES) is developed to find satisfactory solutions of the
considered problem. First, the LOV rule is adopted to ensure
that DE is suitable for solving the flow-shop scheduling
problems. Second, the DE-based global search is used to
guide the search to enough promising regions distributed in
solution space. +ird, by investigating the problem’s model
structure and the neighbourhood properties, three fast
evaluating strategies are proposed and then applied to design
a fast local search, which is used to execute thorough and fast
exploitation from the promising regions obtained via DE-
based search. Since the DE-based parallel search and the
problem-dependent local search in DE_FES are well bal-
anced, it can effectively solve the TWT-NFSP with SSTs and
RTs. Test results manifest the efficiency and robustness of the
proposed DE_FES. Future research direction is to find more
valuable properties and neighbourhoods for scheduling
problems and extend the DE-based algorithm to uncertain
scheduling problems.
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